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INTRODUCING OUR NATURAL ORGANIC PERFUME OILS
These new perfume oils will not only surround you with beautiful fragrance, but also give you
a dose of mind strengthening aromatherapy. Our perfume oils are based on natural organic
vegetable oil of Sunflower, Jojoba and Meadowfoam and comes in the different scents of Myrrh,
Petitgrain and Hinoki. The organic vegetable oils are rich in Omega-6 and E-vitamin as well as
moisturising and protecting for sensitive skin. The different scents will act calming, focusing or
relaxing depending on what scent you choose.

NO 172 PERFUME OIL MYRRH
PRODUCT: Organic scented oil with Myrrh and Cedarwood. The scent is sweet and woody, calming
and will raise your concentration. In aromatherapy Myrrh is used to release tension and anxiety.
It is also known for its anti-ageing properties as Myrrh is slightly astringent. Apply on your pulse
points for an aromatic calming and focusing effect.
PRICE: 10 ml – SEK 459/ 51 EUR

NO 173 PERFUME OIL HINOKI
PRODUCT: Organic scented oil with Hinoki. The scent is fresh and woody, resembling Japanese
cypress and will strengthen your focus and energy. It will also sharpen your concentration and act
mentally strengthening. Apply on your pulse points for a woody outdoor scent and an energising
focusing effect.
PRICE: 10 ml – SEK 459/ 51 EUR

NO 174 PERFUME OIL PETITGRAIN
PRODUCT: Organic scented oil with Petitgrain. The scent is green and bittersweet, calming and
relaxing. It is said to improve your memory and to work well under pressure and stress. Apply on
your pulse points for a green bittersweet scent and a soothing relaxing effect.
PRICE: 10 ml – SEK 459/ 51 EUR

ABOUT L:A BRUKET
Founded in 2009 L:A BRUKET has grown to become one of the most natural and organic high
quality skincare brands with a worldwide distribution. Based in Varberg, on the West coast of
Sweden, the inspiration is drawn from nature and coastal life conditions as well as 200 years of
Spa tradition. Function always guides the product developing process in the aim to preserve the
natural characteristics of every ingredient to achieve the best possible effect.
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Mathilda Johansson, Patriksson Communication
Mathilda.johansson@patrikssoncomms.com
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Armin Semovic, Patriksson Communication
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WHERE TO BUY
L:a Bruket flagship store – Södermannagatan 19, 116 40 Stockholm

BE SURE TO FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM @LABRUKET
WWW.LABRUKET.SE

